
Breaking The Silence: Public Media's Solution
To Getting Doctors On Board for brand
visibilty

Introducing the Digital Marketing and PR Agency that aims to help healthcare institutions and

professionals market their offerings and build their brands

PUNE, IN, INDIA, September 2, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The Public Media Solution, a digital

marketing and PR agency in Mumbai, has taken a change in its marketing efforts. The agency

hopes to help doctors and medical facilities across India spread awareness of their services

through digital marketing.

The healthcare business in India is extremely aggressive with numerous physicians and hospitals

vying for the attention of their patients. Unfortunately, an advertising job is rarely directed at

medical establishments as opposed to working with customer centres. This results in talented

doctors skipping from promoting their expertise and making them seek help. Marketing is not as

closely tied to the sanitation sector, and so medical specialists do not have the appropriate

know-how on reaching their target audience. With Public Media Solution's healthcare marketing

solutions, we fill the gap between the companies that provide quality services and the patients

looking to obtain holistic treatments.

Public Media Solution offers an umbrella of marketing solutions for providers in the healthcare

market, including healthcare placeholder SEO, healthcare summary SMO, healthcare PR, brand

name promotion, and native advertising on Asian News. For that purpose, the marketing experts

at the healthcare marketing company uphold the privacy of the company's clients when

providing their services.

Another reason Public Media Solution decided to branch out into healthcare marketing was to

boost awareness about particular medical conditions. Society's unspoken culture and mistaken

beliefs often persuade individuals to avoid discussing serious health conditions such as fertility

(male and female), PCOS, STD, etc.

Ravinder Bharti, founder and CEO of Public Media Solution, believes that healthcare marketing is

the key to improving the number of people with mental and physical health in this country. He

says It is time we start accepting the need for healthcare marketing in our country.

Presenting the best medical services in India gives the public a compelling reason to seek

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://publicmediasolution.com/
https://publicmediasolution.com/pr-agency-in-mumbai/


medical treatment for mental and physical health problems. I see our healthcare marketing

services as an effective method to build healthy lives among Indians. While services are

abundant everywhere, medical help is one of the most important things you need to do to

maintain your health.

Ravinder Bharti

Public Media Solution
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/589056137
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